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Abstract
We have analysed the observable consequences of the interactions of spin-1 resonances
coupled to the invariant fermionic currents that arise in an SO(5) Composite Higgs
set-up. The phenomenology entailed by such interactions is thoroughly analysed by
studying heavy vector resonances production and decay modes in the viable resonance
mass range. Additionally, the production of double and single-composite fermion final
states has been scanned along the fermion mass scale. Such production is mediated
by the SM gauge and Higgs interactions, and also by charged and neutral vector
resonances. The coupling between the new fermions and vector resonances induces
a sizeable effect in the production rates. We use the recent 13 TeV LHC searches
for vector-like quarks to constrain our parameter space. Specifically, we explore
the allowed regions by analysing the decays of a heavy vector-like quark in the Wb-
channel. We conclude that generically the impact of the couplings between the spin-1
and spin-1/2 resonances will substantially reduce the permitted regions, leading us
to test the sensitivity of the parametric dependence in the light of exotic matter
interactions.
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1
1 Introduction
Despite the Higgs discovery at the LHC [1, 2], the long-standing Hierarchy Problem is
still pending to be solved. Healing such UV sensitivity of the Higgs mass demands new
dynamics beyond the Standard Model (BSM), characterized by an energy close to the
electroweak (EW) scale. The stabilization of the EW scale may be achieved by postulating
the existence of new particles, that may involve other quantum numbers different to the SM
top quark. Exact cancellations among the virtual contributions of the new particles and
those from the top quarks will restore the UV insensitivity of the Higgs mass. New physics
(NP) states exhibiting this property are generically named as top partners. In some BSM
frameworks such partners might be scalar quarks, as in the well known supersymmetry, or
vector-like fermions [3,4] as in composite Higgs [5–14] models1 (CHMs). Vector-like quarks
are hypothetical spin-1/2 particles whose left- and right-handed components transform
in the same way under the SM symmetries. They are the simplest example of coloured
fermions still allowed by experimental data, extensively analysed in the literature [15–20].
Complementarily, these models often contain exotic spin-0 and spin-1 resonances at the
TeV scale, whose impact on the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons (PNGBs) scattering, and
then on the high-energy vector boson scattering, have been thoroughly studied [21].
The aim of this work is to explore the low energy implications from the interplay
among three matter sectors: elementary states, composite fermionic partners and spin-
1 resonances in a SO(5) CHM, within the two-site model approximation [22–24]. We
will consider the interactions of the vector resonances ρ, here assumed to be triplets of
SU(2)L × SU(2)R, with a set of SO(5)-invariant fermionic currents. Such invariants cover
all the structures built using the elementary sector fields together with the top partners Ψ
transforming in the unbroken SO(4). Concretely, we consider an SO(4) fourplet Ψ4 and a
singlet Ψ1, encoded through
Ψ4 =
1√
2

iB − iX5/3
B +X5/3
iT + iX2/3
−T +X2/3
 , Ψ1 = T˜ . (1.1)
The fourplet Ψ4 is decomposable into two doublets (T ,B) and (X5/3, X2/3) of hypercharge
1/6 and 7/6 respectively. The former has the same quantum numbers as the SM quark
doublet, whilst the latter contains a state of exotic charge 5/3 plus another top-like quark
X2/3. The singlet representation Ψ1 contains only one exotic top-like state, denoted in
here as T˜ . On the other hand, the elementary sector will be shaped according to the
partial compositeness mechanism instead [25–29], via the Goldstone symmetry breaking
Lagrangian
Lmix =
∑
q
y q¯Oq. (1.2)
The strong sector operator Oq transforms in one of the SO(5)-representations, determin-
ing thus two choices for the elementary sector embeddings: either as a fundamental 5
1Top partners introduced via larger theory group representations, e.g. in a SO(5)-multiplet, would imply
top partners with different quantum numbers with respect to the SM top quark, that must propagate in
the loop for the EW stabilization [15–20].
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or 14 representation. In the former scenario, both fermion chiralities have elementary
representatives coupled to the strong sector through 5-plets
q5L =
1√
2
(idL, dL, iuL, −uL, 0)T , u5R = (0, 0, 0, 0, uR)T , (1.3)
whereas in the latter the right-handed q quark enters as a totally composite state arising
itself from the operator Qq at low energies, so that2
q14L =
1√
2

0 0 0 0 idL
0 0 0 0 dL
0 0 0 0 iuL
0 0 0 0 −uL
idL dL iuL −uL 0
 , u1R . (1.4)
All in all, the previous matter content will frame four models each of them generically
described at the Lagrangian level through
L = Lelem + Lcomp + Lmix. (1.5)
This picture will be coupled later on to the vector resonances ρ, in the triplet representa-
tions ρµL = (3,1) and ρ
µ
R = (1,3) of SU(2)L × SU(2)R, whose description will follow the
well known vector formalism [32]. All these Lagrangians will be thoroughly analysed along
the text. The coupling to a hypothetical scalar field is postponed for a future analysis [33].
Top quark physics in CHMs has been extensively studied [17, 34, 35], with general
flavour physics analyses [25, 36, 37] considered in the context of top partner sectors [38],
whilst spin-0 and spin-1 resonances have been considered in CHMs [21] with updated
analysis [39, 40]. Our discussion will be based on the previous studies [34, 38], extended
up to a simple approach for effective top partners-vector resonances interplay proposed
in [41]. The phenomenology of this model is thoroughly analysed in here, where the heavy
spin-1 resonances production and their decays modes are explored along a viable range
for the resonance mass Mρ. Likewise, the production of double and single-partner final
states has been scanned along the partner mass scale MΨ in this work, and we provide its
dependence on our model parameters. QCD drives the double production, as well as SM
gauge, Higgs, and ρ0-mediated processes. The ρ±-mediated processes also appear for the
single production in the case of charged final states. QCD pair production is completely
model-independent, and non-zero model-dependent modifications are induced as soon as
extra fermion-vector resonance effects are accounted for. Non-zero contributions arise in all
the scenarios, but they are especially large in the fourplet models. Such corrections arise
due to the mass mixings and the presence of additional couplings between the composite
vectors and fermionic currents.
Finally, the recent LHC searches for vector-like quarks production in pp-collisions at
13 TeV [42] have been imposed to exclude regions of the parameter spaces underlying our
2In both cases the representations qL and uR have the same X-charge 2/3, allowing to reproduce the
correct electric charge of the top. The doublet qTL = (uL, dL) has an isospin T
3
R = −1/2, providing thus a
protection from large deformations of the bL-couplings [30,31].
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framework. Specifically, we consider the decay channels T → Wb and T˜ → Wb to put
bounds on our parameter space according with the latest experimental limits. Generically,
the impact of the extra fermion-vector resonance couplings treated here will substantially
reduce the permitted regions, leading us to roughly estimate the sensitivity of the para-
metric dependence in the shed light of new exotic matter interactions.
This manuscript is divided in: introduction of the PNGBs for the assumed CHM,
vector resonance sector and its generic interplay with the elementary-composite sector in
Section 2. Heavy resonances production and their decays are analysed in Section 3. Top
partners production mechanism are introduced in Section 4 and discussed in detail in 4.1-
4.2. The latest LHC searches for vector-like quark production are translated into parameter
spaces associated to our models in Section 5. The impact of the additional fermion-vector
resonance interactions is thoroughly studied along the text. The concluding summary is
presented in Section 6.
2 Assumptions and set-up
One matter sector of our framework is a composite sector, entailing a composite Higgs
boson and other composite resonances. The CCWZ formalism [43] postulates the Higgs as
a PNGB of the minimal global symmetry G = SO(5) [12] which is spontaneously broken
to SO(4) by the strong sector at the scale f . Four massless PNGBs are generated, yielding
thus an SU(2)L Higgs doublet
3. An additional U(1)X factor is introduced in order to
reproduce the proper SM hypercharge Y = T 3R + X, then G = SO(5) × U(1)X . The
PNGBs enter through the 5× 5 Goldstone matrix
U = exp
[
i
√
2
f
Πi T i
]
=
 I3 cos h+〈h〉f sin h+〈h〉f
− sin h+〈h〉
f
cos h+〈h〉
f
 , (2.1)
where T i are the coset SO(5)/SO(4)-generators, whilst Πi and f are the PNGB fields and
the decay constant respectively, all them defined in Appendix A.
Additionally, the elementary sector, containing copies of all the SM fields except for
the Higgs transforming under the SM gauge symmetry group GSM ⊂ G. This sector is
not G invariant, therefore the one-loop effective potential triggered by the elementary-
composite interactions allows the Higgs to pick a mass, fixing thus its vacuum expectation
value (VEV) in a GSM-breaking direction. The unbroken SO(4)× U(1)X contains the SM
symmetry GSM = SU(2)L × U(1)Y whose breaking will be triggered via a non-zero Higgs
VEV 〈h〉 ' v = 246 GeV, measuring together with the SO(5) breaking scale f the degree
of tuning of the scalar potential through the ratio [12]
ξ =
v2
f 2
. (2.2)
3Hence the Higgs is exactly massless unless the strong sector is coupled to some source of an explicit
G-breaking.
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Generically, the value of f must be large to suppress NP effects, but not too far from v to
maintain a tolerable tuning. Since ξ controls low energies SM departures, then it cannot
be too large. Electroweak precision tests suggest ξ ' 0.2 or ξ ' 0.1 which corresponds to
f ' 550 GeV and f ' 800 GeV, and also ξ ' 0.25 (f ' 490 GeV) as it is near the upper
bound ξ ' 0.30 (f ' 470 GeV) allowed by the EWPT parameters [44]. More stringent
constraints on ξ have been reported previously, following the current 95% combined limit
from direct production of either the charged ρ± or the neutral ρ0 at the LHC [45]. Those
limits4 allow ξ ∼ 0.02, or even smaller, for a vector resonance mass Mρ ∼ 2 TeV. In fact,
tree-level contributions to ∆Sˆ = M2W/M
2
ρ from the ρ exchange [21] and the 1-loop IR effect
from the modified Higgs couplings, it is possible to exclude at 95% the region ξ & 0.03,
with ξ tending to ∼ 0.02 in the infinite ρ-mass case. Nonetheless, slight modifications to
the EW parameter Tˆ shift and relax the 95% exclusion boundary in such a manner that
values as ξ ' 0.30 are achieved [45]. For the present work we will test ξ = {0.1, 0.2}, as
they are compatible with the latter EWPT bounds, and with the vector resonance direct
production bounds at LHC. In addition, those values are inside the domain of validity of
the scenario, gρ < 4pi and they will be assumed henceforth.
In this work we will cover, in a two-site model approximation [22–24], all the possible
couplings emerging from the interplay among the top partners sector and the composite
operators sourced by the strong regime. The SO(5) invariance will fix the interactions of
the following Lagrangian
Lint = LM +
∑
χ=L,R
(
Lρχ + LM + ρχ + . . .
)
(2.3)
with M labelling each one of the models arising from the assumed fermionic matter content
M = MΨ+q = {M4+5, M4+14, M1+5, M1+14}. (2.4)
LM is generically encoded by (1.5), whilst Lρχ is
Lρχ = −
1
4 g2ρχ
ρµνχ ρµνχ +
m2ρχ
2 g2ρχ
(
ρµχ − eµχ
)2
(2.5)
with the notation χ = L, R and the internal sum over the SO(4) unbroken generators
indices T aχ (defined in A) is assumed. The third Lagrangian in (2.3) encodes fermion
currents coupled to the spin-1 resonances completely5 provided in [41], and generically
4Direct vector resonance searches could merely imply a higher gρ, as the vector resonances contributions
would enter through powers of gρ. In that sense, direct vector resonance should not set bounds on ξ.
Nonetheless, in [45] it has been fixed mρ/(gρf) = 1 in their analysis, and therefore via the relation
ξ = v2/f2, it is possible to write gρ as gρ = mρ
√
ξ/v.
5Fermions-vector couplings have been thoroughly explored in the context of CHM and its holographic
realizations, as well as in RS-GIM mechanism. Such couplings are the ground for the flavor bounds on
CHM through the partial compositeness [25], the which allows to write ∆F = 1 operators, some of them
giving rise to fermions-vector couplings properly weighted by quantities measuring the compositeness
of the elementary fields. In addition, in RS-GIM mechanism [29, 46] those couplings emerge from the
kinetic Lagrangian due to the mixing between the zero and Kaluza-Klein states of the Z gauge field after
EWSB. Finally, all the holographic realizations of the CHM naturally account for fermion-vector couplings
(see [12,47] and references therein).
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defined as
LM + ρχ =
1√
2
αχi J µiχ (ρµχ − eµχ) + h.c. , (2.6)
with an implicit summation over the index i spanning over all the possible currents and
tensors that can be built upon the elementary q, top partner ψ and elementary-composite
pair qψ and uψ, e.g. i can denote the set i = {q, ψ, qψ, uψ}. Generic coefficients αχi
have been introduced and are correspondingly weighting each one of the fermion currents
defined later on. The dots in (2.3) might account for higher dimensional operators (GB-
scale suppressed), e.g. 2nd rank tensors made out of fermions and coupled to the resonance
strength field, yielding contributions for the electric dipole moments at low energies (see [41]
for more details). Such operators have been disregarded in here. In the next sections all
the Lagrangians are explicitly provided.
2.1 M4+5 and M1+5 coupled to ρ
The leading order Lagrangian corresponding to 5-elementary fermions is given by the
kinetic terms
Lelem = i qL /D qL + i uR /D uR, (2.7)
whereas both of the top partners Ψ4 and Ψ1 are introduced in Lcomp (1.5) through the
parametrization [34] as
Lcomp = iΨ4 /∇Ψ4 −M4 Ψ4Ψ4 + (Ψ4 ↔ Ψ1) + f
2
4
d2 +
(
i c41 (Ψ4)
iγµdiµΨ1 + h.c.
)
(2.8)
with ∇ standing for ∇ = /D + i/e. Goldstone bosons kinetic terms are contained at the
d2-term, while the coefficient c41 controls the strength of the interplaying fourplet-singlet
partner term, and it is is expected to be order one by power counting [48]. The covariant
derivatives through (2.7)-(2.8), together with the d and e-symbols are defined in A. Finally,
the mass terms mixing the elementary and top partners are described via
Lmix =yLf
(
q5L U
)
i
(Ψ4R)
i + yRf
(
u5R U
)
i
(Ψ4L)
i + h.c. + ,
+ y˜Lf
(
q5L U
)
5
Ψ1R + y˜Rf
(
u5R U
)
5
Ψ1L + h.c.
(2.9)
Suitable U insertions have been done in order to guarantee the non-linear SO(5) invariance.
The small mixings yχ and y˜χ trigger the Goldstone symmetry breaking, providing thus a
proper low Higgs mass. The latter Lagrangian entails partially composite u5R and it gives
rise to quark mass terms as well as trilinear couplings contributing to the single production
of top partners. Their mass spectrum, couplings, implied phenomenology, production
mechanisms and relevant decay channels at LHC searches, are thoroughly analysed in [34]
for the case of a totally composite top quark tR.
Altogether, the leading order composite and mixing Lagrangians contain seven pa-
rameters {M4, M1, c41, yL, yR, y˜L, y˜R}, aside from the Goldstone decay constant f . Six
of them are arranged to reproduce the correct top mass plus the extra partner masses
{mX5/3 , mX2/3 , mT , mB, mT˜ }. Their expressions are reported in Appendix B.2.
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M4+5 M4+14
J µq = q5L γµ T q5L
J µψ = Ψ4 γµ τ Ψ4
J µuψ =
(
u5R T U
)
j
γµ (Ψ4R)
j
J µqψ =
(
q5L T U
)
j
γµ (Ψ4L)
j
J µq =
(
UT q14L U T
)
5 j
γµ
(
UT q14L U
)
j 5
J µψ = Ψ4 γµ τ Ψ4
J µqψ =
(
UT q14L U T
)
5 j
γµ (Ψ4L)
j
M1+5 M1+14
J µq = q5L γµ T q5L
J µqψ =
(
q5L U
)
γµ Ψ1L
J µq =
(
UT q14L U T
)
5 j
γµ
(
UT q14L U
)
j 5
Table 1: Currents for all the models in a two-site model approximation. Definition T ≡ U T U †
is involved through the currents, with T standing for the SO(4) ' SU(2)L×SU(2)R unbroken
generators T aχ (χ = L, R and a = 1, 2, 3), defined in Appendix A together with the matrices
τa in (A.2), introduced in order to keep the invariance under global SO(5) transformations.
The set of fermion currents constructable for both of these models, firstly provided in [41],
are listed in Table 1 (left column). It is worth to comment that no currents built upon ele-
mentary right handed quarks are allowed for these models as the current J µauχ = u5R γµ T
a
χ u
5
R
turns out to be vanishing, with the definition T
a
χ ≡ U T aχ U †. Check [41] for more details
on this and related issues concerning heavy vector resonances, their equation of motions,
as well as analogous stuff for the top partner fields.
2.2 M4+14 and M1+14 coupled to ρ
The elementary kinetic Lagrangian corresponding to this model is straightforwardly written
Lelem = i qL /D qL , (2.10)
whereas the composite counterpart is reshuffled as
Lcomp → Lcomp + i uR /D uR +
(
i c41 (Ψ4)
iγµdiµΨ1 + i c4u (Ψ4)
iγµdiµuR + h.c.
)
,
(2.11)
where Lcomp corresponds to the strong sector Lagrangian of (2.8) augmented by the those
terms mixing the fourplet Ψ4 with the singlet Ψ1 and the totally composite uR through
the coefficients c41 and c4u respectively. The elementary and top partners sector are mixed
via
Lmix = yL f
(
U t q14L U
)
i 5
(Ψ4R)
i + y˜L f
(
U t q14L U
)
5 5
Ψ1R + yR f
(
U t q14L U
)
5 5
u1R + h.c.
(2.12)
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This case also involves seven parameters {M4, M1, c41, c4u, yL, yR, y˜L}, five of them are
arranged to reproduce the correct top mass, plus extra four partner masses as the degener-
acy mX5/3 = mX2/3 is implied and also manifested at the previous two models. Notice that
a direct mixing coupling uR and Ψ1 has been removed by a field redefinition. Table 1 lists
the associated fermion currents (right column).
As we mentioned before, the assumption of spin-1 resonances brings us a mass scale
mρ below the cut-off of the theory at Λ = 4pif , entailing thus the coupling 1 < gρ < 4pi.
Likewise, the top partner mass scales M4(1), assumed here such that M4(1) < mρ, also
brings the couplings g4(1). Hereinafter the linking relations
gρχ ≡
mρχ
f
, g4(1) ≡
M4(1)
f
(2.13)
will be used throughout. As it is commonly argued in the literature, the ranges 500 GeV.
M4(1) . 1.5 TeV and 1 . g4(1) . 3 are the most favoured by concrete models (see [34] and
references therein).
3 Heavy spin-1 production and decays
Concerning the vector resonance production, the role of spin-0 and spin-1 resonances on
the PNGBs scattering were studied in [21]. Their experimental searches [49] were ex-
plored for ξ = 0.1 in [45, 50, 51]. Recently, the impact of heavy triplet resonances at the
LHC in the final states l+l− and lνl (l = e, µ), τ+τ−, jj, tt¯ as well as on the gauge and
gauge-Higgs channels WZ, WW , WH and ZH, has been analysed (see [39, 52, 53] and
references therein), constraining the vector resonance mass in the range 2.1-3 TeV. The
latest searches [54] for heavy resonances decaying into a vector boson and a Higgs boson in
final states with charged leptons, neutrinos and b quarks have excluded resonance masses
less than 2 TeV at 95% confidence level. In order to explore the feasibility and potentiality
of our scenarios, a broader mass range will be explored in here6. At the Lagrangian level,
the vector resonance production is induced by the effective charged-neutral interactions
Ludρ±i = −
1√
2
u¯ /ρ
+
i
(
guLdLρ+i PL + guRdRρ
+
i
PR
)
d + h.c., (3.1)
Lffρ0i =
∑
f=u,d
f¯ /ρ
0
i
(
gfLfLρ0i PL + gfRfRρ0i PR
)
f. (3.2)
for i = 1, 2. The different involved couplings directly depend on the weighting coefficients
α of (2.6) as well as on fermion-vector diagonalization effects, and are quite long to be
reported here. Associated production cross sections through the processes p p → ρ±1,2 and
p p→ ρ01,2 are computed from the latter Lagrangians by using MadGraph 5. Fig. 1 displays
all the spin-1 production cross sections as a functions of the parameter mρL = mρR = Mρ
6Previous analysis of the relevant spin-1 decay channels in a CHM, based on the SO(5)/SO(4) pattern
with top partners in the fundamental of SO(5), have been done in [55]. We will face similar treatment
here, but analysing deeper the departures induced by our extra fermion-vector resonance couplings along
several spin-1 decay channels.
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in the mass range Mρ ∈ [0.6, 3] TeV, for all the aforementioned top-partner models at√
s = 14 TeV, and by setting α = 1 for both ξ = 0.1, 0.2. The couplings gL and gR
are fixed following the prescription in (2.13), whereas the corresponding Yukawa couplings
yL, yR, y˜L, y˜R in (2.9) and (2.12) are suitably fixed to maintain the SM top quark mass at
its experimental observed value, either through its predicted value in (B.8) or (B.12) and
by implementing relations in (B.9). As it can be seen from Fig. 1 (1st-2nd rows), the model
M4+5 is the most predominant one in yielding either charged or neutral heavy resonances.
In addition, a higher ξ-value enhances all the productions, but the one for the ρ02 at M4+14
where its production is diminished. Notice that whether the top partner is a fourplet or
singlet, the 5-elementary fermions scenario favours higher production values rather than
the 14-ones. Among the charged and neutral resonances, ρ+2 and ρ
0
2 are predominantly
yielded at M4+5 and reaching rough cross section values of ∼ 400 pb (20 pb) and ∼ 600
pb (10 pb) at Mρ ∼ 0.6 TeV (3 TeV) for ξ = 0.2.
The resonance production is compared with respect the production with no fermion-
vector resonance current interactions of (2.6) in Fig. 1 (3rd-4th rows). Notice how remark-
ably the cross section values are enhanced by the presence of the fermion-vector resonance
current interactions of (2.6) by fixing α = 1 (dashed curves) with respect the situation
α = 0 (thick ones). In some cases such enhancement occurs by some orders of magni-
tude. The interactions of the heavy resonances to the SM fermions follow partly from the
universal composite-elementary mixing, i.e. from the elementary component of the heavy
spin-1 mass eigenstate. They exhibit a strength of order ∼ g2/gρ, being thus extremely
suppressed in the limit gρ  g as it can be seen for larger Mρ in Fig. 1. Such scenario
changes as soon as the J · ρ-coupings of (2.6) are accounted for, as well as the fermion-
resonace diagonalization effects are considered in. All this clearly signals a feasible scenario
for explaining future observations of heavy resonance production at higher energies, where
the interactions encoded by (2.6) and Table 1, might help in determining the model and
the strength for the involved effective terms.
Subsequent decays of the heavy resonance may occur into final states containing single
and double top partners7, as well as into gauge pair and gauge-Higgs final states. The
fermionic decay channels will be triggered by the effective terms
LXfρ± =
− 1√
2
[∑
f=u,d
X¯/ρ
+ (gXLfLρ+ PL + gXRfRρ+ PR) f + X¯/ρ
+
(
gXLX′Lρ+ PL + gXRX′Rρ+ PR
)
X ′
]
+ h.c.,
(3.3)
LXfρ0 =
∑
f=u,d
X¯ /ρ
0 (gXLfLρ0 PL + gXRfRρ0 PR) f + h.c. + X¯ /ρ
0 (gXLXLρ0 PL + gXRXRρ0 PR)X,
(3.4)
7In [56] was shown how the existing LHC searches can constrain decays of spin-1 resonances into a top
partner pair, which generally make standard spin-1 searches, as dilepton resonant searches, ineffective. We
will examine here how such top partner pair channels are altered-enhanced, once our additional fermion-
vector resonance effects are switched on.
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Figure 1: Production cross sections for the charged resonances ρ±1,2 (left-right 1st row) and
for the neutral ones ρ01,2 (2nd row) in all models at 14 TeV for the LHC, with ξ = 0.1, 0.2
(thick-dashed curves) and by setting α = 1. The impact from the fermion-vector resonance
Lagrangian LM + ρχ in (2.6) is displayed by comparing two different situations α = 0, 1 (thick-
dashed curves) for ξ = 0.2 at the 3rd and 4th rows.
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whilst the cubic interactions involving one heavy resonances are encoded by
Lρ±WZ = i
(
g
(1)
ρ+WZ
ρ+µνW
−µ Zν − g (2)
ρ+WZ
W−µν ρ
+µ Zν + g
(3)
ρ+WZ
Zµν ρ+µ W
−
ν + h.c.
)
,
(3.5)
Lρ0WW = i
(
g
(1)
ρ0WW
W+µνW
−µ ρ0ν + h.c.
)
+
i
2
g
(2)
ρ0WW
ρ0µνW
+µW−ν , (3.6)
LρV h = gρ+Wh
(
ρ+µ W
−µ h + h.c.
)
+ gρ0Zh ρ
0
µ Z
µ h, (3.7)
where the second term in (3.3) suitably couples two different top partners X = X ′ =
{T,B,X2/3, X5/3, T˜} to the spin-1 resonance. It is implied that the Lagrangians along (3.3)-
(3.7) apply for both ρ1 and ρ2. The couplings involved in the fermionic decay channels
entail both diagonalization effects from the gauge-resonance and elementary-composite sec-
tors, being thus too long to be reported here. Nonetheless, the ones contributing to the
resonance-gauge and resonance-gauge-Higgs interactions only depend on a single diagonal-
ization. In fact, these couplings can be extracted by using the Equivalence Theorem for a
heavy resonance field. In this limit the leading contribution to the interaction comes from
the longitudinal polarizations of the SM vector fields, and the overall strength equals that
of the coupling of one ρ to two NG bosons up to small corrections O(m2V /m2ρ). From (2.5)
the strength of the ρpipi-interaction is proportional to gρa
2
ρ, with aρ = mρ/(gρf), a quantity
expected to be of order 1 according to naive dimensional analysis (NDA).
These features leads the heavy resonances to be strongly coupled to the composite
states, i.e. the longitudinal polarizations of W , Z and the Higgs boson, while their coupling
strength to the SM fermions to be extremely suppressed in the limit gρ  g. Nonetheless,
such scenario changes as soon as the interactions ofLM + ρχ in (2.6) are considered. Indeed,
the fermion-vector resonance couplings are augmented by LM + ρχ and are hence directly
depending on the strength of the coefficients α, as well as on the fermion and gauge-
resonance diagonalization effects. Fig. 2 resumes all the previous remarks, where the
branching fractions are compared for two different cases α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed curves)
at M4+5 by setting ξ = 0.2. Notice that the branching fractions to WZ and Wh, as
well as those to WW and Zh, are equal to very good approximation. This is implied
by the Equivalence Theorem, which works well since Mρ  MW,Z for the chosen values
of parameters. As expected, the branching ratios of the resonance to fermions are much
smaller as a consequence of the suppressed couplings. Some remarks are in order:
• No fermion-vector resonance currents (α = 0) entails dominant pair gauge and gauge-
Higgs decay channels, while extremely suppressed-subdominant fermionic channels
for the charged-neutral resonances (upper-lower pannels).
• The scenario changes when fermion-vector resonance currents are switched on (α =
1). Indeed, the pair gauge WW , WZ and the gauge-Higgs Wh, Zh final states
are still the relevant ones for Mρ . 1 TeV, becoming subdominant with respect to
ρ±1 → { tX5/3, bX2/3} and ρ±2 → {tX5/3, X5/3X2/3} at Mρ & 1 TeV. The channel tb
turns out to be dominant along the explored mass range for the charged resonance
decays, as well as the modes ρ01,2 → {bb, tt, jj}.
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Figure 2: All branching ratios for the charged ρ±1,2-decay modes (upper panels left-right), and
for the neutral ones ρ01,2 (lower) at M4+5 by setting ξ = 0.2. The impact from the fermion-
vector resonance Lagrangian LM + ρχ in (2.6) is displayed by comparing two different situations
α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed curves). See text for details.
• The higher regime gρ  g (Mρ & 2 TeV) triggers other exotic channels dominant com-
pared with the pair gauge and gauge-Higgs channels, e.g. ρ±1 → {T X5/3, BX2/3, X5/3X2/3}
and ρ±2 → {tB, T B}, as well as ρ01,2 → {BB, T T }.
• Even for no fermion-vector resonance currents (α = 0, thick curves) there will be
exotic fermionic modes still active, although less relevant as the gauge and gauge-
Higgs channels. Such fermionic exotic modes receive important contributions when
the couplings J · ρ in (2.6) are included in, some of them being enhanced by one-
two orders of magnitude, or even three orders as in the case for ρ±2 → bX2/3 and
ρ01,2 → {bB, tT } for a higher regime mass Mρ.
Similar comments apply for the product of the resonance production cross section times
the corresponding branching ratio, not displayed here for briefness purposes. Once the
heavy resonance are produced, their decays can lead to the generation of either a single
or double quark partner in the final states. A fuller top partner production mechanism is
triggered by bringing QCD, EW and Higgs-mediated interactions onto the stage.
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Figure 3: Diagrams contributing to the double partner production, where V 0 = Z, γ, ρ01,2 and
with X denoting any X = {T,B,X2/3, X5/3, T˜}.
4 Top partners production and decays
Being colored all the quark partners, their production in pairs at hadron colliders is QCD-
driven as it is shown in Fig. 3, furthermore, completely model-independent and insensitive
on the degrees of compositeness of the associated SM quarks. Qualitatively, the top partner
production is independent on whether both or only one multiplet is present in the effective
theory.
4.1 Double Partner production
The production of double-partner final states is driven by QCD as well as SM gauge,
Higgs, and ρ0-mediated processes for the case of neutral final states as it is depicted in
Fig. 3. The double production mechanisms is controlled by the model-dependent couplings
gudρ± , gffρ0 , gXfρ+ , gXX′ρ+ , gXfρ0 , gXXρ0 through (3.1)-(3.4) and by the analogous ones
involving SM charged and neutral gauge fields correspondingly. QCD pair production
is completely model-independent, although non-zero model-dependent modifications are
induced as soon as extra fermion-vector resonance effects are accounted for. Fig. 4 gathers
the double-partner production cross sections only for neutral final states, where we have
constructed the pair cross sections for each value of the mass parameter M4 = M1 = MΨ by
interpolation using MadGraph 5 simulations, at 14 TeV LHC in all the models for ξ = 0.2,
and for a fixed resonance mass mρL = mρR = Mρ ∼ 1.5 TeV. The prescription in (2.13)
is assumed again for the couplings gL and gR. Comparison of two different situations
α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed curves) reflects the impact on the production from the additional
fermion-vector resonance effects regarded here. The latter effects may enhance double-
partner production by one order of magnitude at the fourplet models, whereas vanishing
contributions and tiny ones are obtained at the singlet scenarios. The combined effect
of fermion-vector resonance rotation as well as the less number of additional fermionic
currents determine such behaviour for the latter models.
Notice how the final states T T and BB are mainly produced via proton-proton collision
in M4+14 as the involved quark partner masses are smaller than the corresponding ones at
M4+5 (see (B.8)-(B.12) and Fig. 9). The X2/3X2/3-modes does not distinguish the elemen-
tary embeddings representation as the involved partner masses are equal at both models.
Nonetheless, as soon as extra fermion-vector resonance effects of (2.6) are regarded, the
model M4+14 gets disfavoured in turn compared with M4+5, due to the implied fermion-
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Figure 4: Double-partner production cross sections at 14 TeV for ξ = 0.2, only for neutral
final states. Two different situations α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed curves) are plotted to compare the
impact on the production from the fermion-vector resonance Lagrangian LM + ρχ of (2.6).
vector resonance diagonalization effects and the different number of fermionic currents in
each model as well. The same comments apply qualitatively and quantitatively for the
channel X5/3X5/3 as the involved partner masses are degenerate with the corresponding one
for X2/3 (see Appendix B.2). Generically, producing pairs either of X2/3 or X5/3 will be kine-
matically favoured with respect double production of both T and B, because their relatively
higher masses. Similar arguments alike to the fourplet case work for the pair production
of the singlet T˜ (Fig. 4), where the involved masses result smaller at 14-elementary em-
beddings compared with the one at 5-scenario (see Fig. 9, right plot), favouring the former
scenario for its production in pairs.
4.2 Single Partner production
QCD may trigger the production of single-partner final states, together with SM gauge and
ρ±, ρ0-mediated processes for the case of charged-neutral final states respectively (Fig. 5).
These channels are gathered in Fig. 6, where the charged final state bT has been omitted
for briefness reasons. Important enhancements occur for the single partner production
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Figure 5: Diagrams contributing to the single partner production, where V ± = W±, ρ±1,2
and V 0 = Z, γ, ρ01,2 and with q standing for any up/down-like quark conveniently couple to
X = {T,B,X2/3, X5/3, T˜}.
at the fourplet model (Fig. 6 1st row) as the kinematic of less massive final states is
implied. The larger number of fermionic current entering in the stage also determines
such increasing. Although some cases do not obey this, like the neutral final mode tX2/3
at M4+5 (3rd row left) and the charged channel at bX2/3 at M4+14 (1st row right), where
the combined effect of fermion-vector resonance diagonalization effects roughly suppresses
the induced contributions from the additional interactions of (2.6). The channel bB is
absent at M4+5 because flavor-changing neutral couplings are forbidden in the charge -1/3
sector as explained in [34]. Nonetheless, non-zero contributions arise for it as long as the
extra fermion-vector resonance effects regarded here together with diagonalization effects
are considered as shown in Fig. 6 for α = 1 (1st row left).
Notice again how the single production of the singlet T˜ is dominant at the 14-elementary
embeddings rather than at 5-scenario as the involved masses result smaller at the former
model8. However the situation may turn as the extra fermion-vector resonance couplings
are included, for instance in the charged mode bT (4th row right). Quantitatively, the
final states containing either X2/3 or X5/3 will be largely produced as they involve partners
whose masses are smaller compared with the others partners, as in the case of tX2/3 (3rd
row left) and bX2/3-tX5/3 (1st-3rd rows right).
Concerning the singlet partner and the fourplet ones, their single production in associ-
ation with a SM quark is partly driven by the Higgs boson, suppressing therefore the single
production of the up and charm partner by the square of the SM-like up and charm Yukawa
coupling, respectively9. Conversely, the large top mass makes the single production of the
top partner one of the dominant mechanism, especially at large top partner mass [60, 61].
It is worth to quote that single production in association with an EW gauge boson or a
Higgs boson is possible [62, 63] and are not regarded here. More additional contribution
will play a role once the extra fermion-vector resonance couplings J · ρ are accounted
for, generically increasing the cross section production for single partners. Likewise the
8Recently it has been analysed the top partner single productions through loops mediated by the scalar
singlet in [57]. With reasonable coupling strengths, the production rate of a top partner, in association
with the SM top, can dominate top partner pair production at top partner masses higher than 1.5 TeV.
See the reference for more details.
9Color octet resonances from the strong dynamics can favour the single production of SO(4) singlet
partners [58,59].
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Figure 6: Single-partner production cross sections at 14 TeV for ξ = 0.2, either for the neutral
final states (left) or the charged states (right). Two different situations α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed
curves) are plotted to compare the impact on the production from the fermion-vector resonance
Lagrangian LM + ρχ of (2.6).
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production in pairs, the single productions will be controlled by the effective interacting
terms among the fermions and the SM charged and neutral gauge, as well as by the model-
dependent couplings gudρ± , gffρ0 , gXfρ+ , gXX′ρ+ , gXfρ0 , gXXρ0 along (3.1)-(3.4). These are
computed analytically in our models, and they arise from the interactions reported in Ap-
pendices B.1B.2 after performing the rotation to the physical basis of mass eigenstates.
Since the rotation matrices can be expressed in a closed form the explicit formulae for the
couplings are straightforwardly derived. The result is rather involved and for this reason
it will not be reported here, however it is easily implemented in a Mathematica package.
Finally, some words concerning top partners decays are worth. The main channels
are two-body decays to gauge bosons and third-family quarks. For the partners of charge
2/3 and −1/3 also the decay to the Higgs boson is allowed, and competitive with the
others in some cases. This originates after the rotation to the physical basis. The relevant
couplings are encapsulated in (3.1)-(3.4) and by the analogous ones involving SM charged
and neutral gauge fields correspondingly. They can be computed analytically, and therefore
exact tree-level expressions for the partial widths and eventually for the branching fractions
are obtained. In principle, cascade decays X → X ′V or X ′H are also allowed. Exotic
channels like X → X ′ρ± or X → Xρ0 are theoretically allowed but less relevant though,
as they involve higher masses in the final states10. Such decays arise in our models, and
depending on the chosen parameters, they would either enhance or decrease some standard
SM final states, and would strongly depend on the resonance mass spectrum as well as on
the decaying partner mass. In a future work, we will explore these issues and the flexibility
entailed by the parametric dependence for the feasibility of exotic partner decay channels.
The constraints on the top partners that are inferred from available LHC searches
of similar particles, have been recently explored in [64, 65] by imposing direct bounds
on heavy top-like quarks with standard and exotic decays. Constraints on the allowed
parameter space of our models are obtained by the imposition of recent LHC partner
searches. Specifically, we excluded regions of the parameter space in terms of ξ and the
mass scales Mρ and MΨ.
5 Parameter spaces and constraints
The most stringent experimental constraints on Ψ4 and Ψ1 from the direct searches had
been derived in [69,70]. In fact, by means of pair production mechanism driven mostly by
QCD interactions, rough limits onmX5/3 andmX2/3 were respectively established as 800 GeV
and 700 GeV. Experimental searches for the singly produced partners [71] and searches for
pair production into the bounds on singly produced partners [34,72–74] have been consid-
ered. Additionally, the nineplet case has been analysed yielding m9 & 1 TeV [75]. These
bounds have been updated and refined following the latest ATLAS and CMS results [42,76].
The search for the pair production of vector-like top quarks in final states with exactly one
lepton, at least four jets and high missing transverse momentum has allowed to exclude
masses below 870 GeV (890 GeV expected) and 1.05 TeV (1.06 TeV expected), for the sin-
10For a more detailed discussion on relevant decays see [34] and for a more recent update check [64–66].
Early discussions on the discovery potential of top-partners in a realistic composite Higgs model with LHC
data can be found in [67,68].
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glet and doublet models respectively. The search was based on 36.1 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV
LHC pp collision data recorded by ATLAS in 2015 and 2016 (see [76] for more details).
More recently, CMS has released [42] the results of a search for vector-like quarks, with
electric charge of 2/3 and -4/3, respectively, that are pair produced in pp interactions at√
s = 13TeV and decaying exclusively via the Wb channel. Events were selected requiring
a lepton and neutrino from one W , and a quark-antiquark pair from the other boson gauge.
The selection requires a muon or electron, significant missing transverse momentum, and
at least four jets. A kinematic fit assuming a pair production of 2/3 or -4/3 electrically
charged vector-like quarks was performed and for every event a corresponding candidate
quark mass was reconstructed.
Upper limits were set in [42] for the pair production cross sections as a function of the
implied vector-like quark masses. By comparing these limits with the predicted theoretical
cross section of the pair production, the production of 2/3 or -4/3 electrically charged
vector-like quarks is excluded at 95% confidence level for masses below 1295 GeV (1275 GeV
expected). More generally, the results set upper limits on the product of the production
cross section and branching fraction for the Wb-channel of any new heavy quark decaying
to this mode. Such limits have been imposed in σ × Br for all of our models and are
translated into exclusion regions for the parameter spaces involved by ξ, Mρ and MΨ. We
have analytically computed Br (T → Wb) and Br(T˜ → Wb) including a heavy resonance
in the final states for the total width, and also simulated through MadGraph 5 the pair
production cross section of T T and T˜ T˜ at √s = 13 TeV for the fourplet and singlet
models respectively. Fig. 7 gathers the allowed parameter spaces (MΨ, ξ) (1st-2nd plots)
and (Mρ, ξ) (3rd-4th) for all the fourplet and singlet models, with a total decay width
summing the standard modes Wb, Zt and ht up, and augmented by ρ01,2 t and ρ
±
1,2 b.
Consequently, the branching ratio for any channel will be also Mρ-dependent and will entail
a parametric dependence on the extra fermion-vector resonance interactions regarded here
in (2.6). Their impact is explored along the range 0.5 TeV. MΨ . 1.5 TeV, as it is the
most favoured by concrete models (see [34] and references therein), while ξ spans up to the
value 0.3 allowed by EWPT parameters [44, 45]. Two different situations are displayed:
the dashed border regions stand for the allowed parameter spaces assuming extra fermion-
vector resonance couplings J · ρ weighted by α = 1, whilst the others zones denote zero
additional interactions, i.e. α = 0. The heavy resonance mass has been set as Mρ = 3000
GeV at the first and second plots, whereas the partner mass scale is fixed as MΨ = 1250
GeV at the third and fourth graphs. Some comments are in order:
• When accounting for extra couplings J ·ρ in (2.6), the parameter space in the explored
mass region becomes strongly constrained to the tiny areas
M4+5 : ξ ∼ [0.1, 0.15] for MΨ ∼ [750, 900] GeV ⇒ mT ∼ [1130, 1366] GeV
M1+14 : ξ ∼ [0.05, 0.1] for MΨ ∼ [1300, 1500] GeV⇒ mT˜ ∼ [1055, 1319] GeV
The latter mass ranges are partly allowed by the recent limits [42] on the exclusion
at 95% confidence level for masses below 1295 GeV. The ξ-range at both models are
compatible with EWPT bounds, the vector resonance direct production bounds at
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Figure 7: Parameter space (MΨ, ξ) by setting Mρ = 3000 GeV (1st-2nd plots), and (Mρ, ξ)
by fixing MΨ = 1250 GeV (3rd-4th graphs). Recent bounds [42] on top partner searches in
the range 0.8-1.6 TeV, through top-like decays into Wb final states have been imposed at all
models. Two situations have been explored α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed border). The scale MΨ has
been scanned along 0.5-1.5 TeV, as it is the most favoured range in concrete models (see [34]),
while ξ is explored till the value 0.3 allowed by the EWPT parameters (see [44, 45]).
LHC, as well as the expected LHC single Higgs production, and the double Higgs
production at CLIC (see discussion in 2.3).
• Conversely, by switching off the extra J · ρ-couplings, a broader parameter space is
allowed and the previous ranges become relaxed. Certainly, intervals for ξ compatible
with experimental expectations are possible at both fourplet models, becoming ruled
out at M4+5 as they entirely fall inside the exclusion limit of [42]. By directly
excluding masses below 1295 GeV [42] on the theoretical mass mT of Eq. (B.8), and
combining the latter mass regions with the initial parameter spaces shown in Fig. 7,
we finally obtain the lower bound at M4+14 (see Fig. 9)
M4+14 : 0.05 . ξ . 0.30 for MΨ & 1150 GeV (5.1)
favouring a extreme part of the obtained parameter space in Fig. 7. Likewise, the
exclusion limit in [42] on the theoretical masses mT˜ of Eq. (B.12) leads to
M1+5 : 0.01 . ξ . 0.15 for MΨ ∼ [500, 930] GeV,
M1+14 : ξ & 0.3 for MΨ ∼ [1350, 1400] GeV
approving a small region for the associated parameter spaces at both models. Tiny ξ-
values are allowed and still compatible with experimental constraints at both singlet
models. M1+14 gets disfavoured as ξ falls outside the upper bound allowed by EW
precision parameters.
As a conclusion, the recent upper limits on top-like partners production permit part of the
parameter spaces from M4+14 and from the singlet models as well, and along the explored
top partner mass region 0.5-1.5 TeV11. By including additional fermion-vector resonance
11Having scanned along such mass range does not exclude the possible existence of heavier top partner
masses at higher energy scales beyond the LHC reach. The aim has been to focus our parameter space
along the mass ranges explored by [42], motivated by [34] and within the current LHC reach.
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Figure 8: Parameter space (MΨ, Mρ) by fixing ξ = 0.2 at the fourplet (left) and singlet models
(right). Two situations have been scanned, α = 0, 1 (thick-dashed border) by imposing recent
bounds [42] on top partner searches through top-like decays into Wb final states at all models.
couplings a strongly bounded region at M4+5 remains only (M1+14 disfavoured by EWPT).
In this sense, those extra couplings are helpful in disregarding-selecting models and refining
further their involved parameter space.
An additional insight into the parametric freedom can be perfomed by fixing now the
partner mass scale and letting the resonance mass to vary. This is illustrated in Fig. 7
(3rd-4th plots) where it has been set MΨ = 1250 GeV (a bit below the threshold for the
exclusion limit [42]). We can infer:
• Before including extra couplings, the parameter spaces are similar at both fourplet
and singlet models, notoriously split into a left and right-handed regions, and with
slight differences at low and high resonance mass. All the left-handed regions are
ruled out by the analysis in [39,52,53] and the experimental searches in [54] as they
fall well below the lower limit of ∼ 2000 GeV for the resonance mass. On the other
hand, the right-hand regions fall partly inside the resonance mass excluded region,
while permitting a relatively large area for M4+14 and M1+14 consistent with the
feasible ξ-values.
• After turning on the additional couplings of (2.6), the parameter space for M4+14
is slightly enlarged at the left-handed side towards low resonance mass, incompat-
ible with experimental expectations. For the same model, the right-handed region
shortens, leaving a small corner compatible with the range Mρ ∼ 2000-2100 GeV.
Numerically, it is also allowed the pretty small area around Mρ ∼ 2850 GeV and
ξ ∼ 0.1. For the singlet scenarios, M1+14 allows resonance masses compatible with
the expectations, and even for small ξ ∼ 0.02. In this case, the final permitted area
is larger compared with the fourplet case.
Finally, a deeper insight into the parametric dependence is gained by fixing the EW and
GB scales while letting the resonance and quark partner mass scales to simultaneously
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vary. Fig. 8 displays the involved allowed areas for ξ = 0.2. The influence of the extra
fermion-vector resonance interactions proposed in this work is remarkably observed, spe-
cially when it tends to drive the permitted regions outside the excluded vector-like quark
masses range. Although they become ruled out at M4+14 by the expected resonance mass,
a small window it is still feasible in the case of M4+5. Likewise, a small region remains for
M1+14. Conversely, when turning the extra interactions off, the latter model does not allow
any region compatible with [42] (for ξ = 0.2), though compatible with resonance mass ex-
pectations. At the 5-embeddings scenario no region remains, whilst at M4+14 a small band
results compatible with the expectations. In summary, including extra J · ρ-couplings will
allow M4+5 and M1+14 at small windows, while the removal of those couplings will rule
out them for M4+14 at a relatively small band.
6 Summary
We have explored in this work the phenomenological signals arising from the interplay
among three matter sectors: elementary, top partners and vector resonances in a SO(5)
composite Higgs Model. The vector resonance ρ, here assumed to be spin-1 triplet of
SU(2)L × SU(2)R, is coupled to the SO(5)-invariant fermionic currents and 2nd rank
tensors listed in Table 1 that were proposed in [41]. The top partners permitted by the
unbroken SO(4) are here restricted to the fourplet Ψ4 and singlet Ψ1 embeddings. Such
matter content spans four models in (2.4), coupled each of them to the ρ-resonance via the
prescription (2.6) and subsequently scanned along their involved parametric dependence.
Heavy spin-1 production and their decays have been thoroughly studied along some
range for the resonance mass scale Mρ and for a given model parameters election in Fig. 1.
The model M4+5 is the most predominant one in yielding either charged or neutral heavy
resonances, while a higher ξ = v2/f 2 enhances all the productions, but the one for the ρ02 at
M4+14 where its production is diminished. Whether the top partner is a fourplet or singlet,
the 5-elementary fermions scenario favours higher production values rather than the 14-
ones. Among the charged and neutral resonances, ρ+2 and ρ
0
2 are predominantly yielded at
M4+5, reaching rough cross section values of ∼ 400 pb (20 pb) and ∼ 600 pb (10 pb) at
Mρ ∼ 0.6 TeV (3 TeV) for ξ = 0.2. The resonance production is generically increased by
the presence of the fermion-vector resonance αJ · ρ-interactions of (2.6). In some cases
such enhancement occurs by some orders of magnitude and are depending of course on
the strength of the weighting coefficients α. In this work we have tested two situations,
α = 0, 1, aimed at exploring the impact of the aforementioned additional couplings upon
the implied phenomenology.
Prior to the inclusion of the extra couplings, the pair gauge WW , WZ and the gauge-
Higgs Wh, Zh final states become dominant for the resonance decay channels, with ex-
tremely suppressed-subdominant fermionic modes for the charged-neutral resonances. Af-
ter adding the extra fermion-vector resonance terms, the pair gauge and the gauge-Higgs
final states are still the relevant ones at lower Mρ, becoming subdominant with respect to
ρ±1 → { tX5/3, bX2/3} and ρ±2 → {tX5/3, X5/3X2/3} at Mρ & 1 TeV. The channel tb turns out
to be dominant along the explored mass range for the charged resonance decays, as well as
the modes ρ01,2 → {bb, tt, jj}. Higher Mρ-values will trigger other exotic channels, dom-
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inant compared with the non-fermionic final states, e.g. ρ±1 → {T X5/3, BX2/3, X5/3X2/3},
ρ±2 → {tB, T B} and ρ01,2 → {BB, T T }. Even for no fermion-vector resonance currents
there will be exotic fermionic modes still active, although less relevant as the gauge and
gauge-Higgs channels. Important contributions emerge for such exotic modes after bring-
ing J · ρ onto the stage, some of them being enhanced by one-two orders of magnitude, or
even three orders as in the case for ρ±2 → bX2/3 and ρ01,2 → {bB, tT } at higher regime mass
Mρ.
Complementarily, the production of double and single-partner final states has been
scanned along the partner mass scale MΨ in this work, and they turn out to be controlled
by the model-dependent couplings gudρ± , gffρ0 , gXfρ+ , gXX′ρ+ , gXfρ0 , gXXρ0 through (3.1)-
(3.4) and by the analogous ones involving SM charged and neutral gauge fields correspond-
ingly. QCD drives the double production, as well as the Higgs and ρ0-mediated processes.
The ρ±-mediated processes also appear for the single production in the case of charged
final states. QCD pair production is completely model-independent, although non-zero
model-dependent modifications are induced as soon as extra fermion-vector resonance ef-
fects are accounted for (Figs. 4-6). They may enhance double-partner production by one
order of magnitude at fourplet models, whereas vanishing contributions and tiny ones are
obtained at the singlet. The combined effect of fermion-vector resonance rotation as well
as the less number of additional fermionic currents determine such behaviour for these
models. Generically, producing pairs either of X2/3 or X5/3 will be kinematically favoured
at fourplet scenarios with respect double production of both T and B. Similar arguments
alike to the fourplet case work for the pair production of the singlet T˜ , where the involved
masses result smaller at 14-elementary embeddings compared with the one at 5-scenario
(Fig. 9), favouring the former scenario for its production in pairs.
Finally, implementing the recent LHC searches for vector-like quarks production in pp-
collisions at 13 TeV, we were able to exclude regions of the parameter space entailed by
our framework (Figs. 7-8). Specifically, part of the parameter space (MΨ, ξ) at the singlet
models and at M4+14 are permitted, while being totally ruled out at M4+5. By including
additional fermion-vector resonance couplings a strongly bounded region at M4+5 and
M1+14 remains only, being compatible with recent experimental LHC exclusion limits.
Analogous comments apply for (Mρ, ξ), while a small window for the region (MΨ, Mρ)
is allowed at M4+5 and M1+14 if the extra J · ρ-couplings are summed up. Otherwise,
they become ruled out instead for M4+14 at a relatively small band compatible with heavy
resonance searches.
Concerning all these remarks, those extra fermion-vector resonance couplings proposed
in [41] are helpful in disregarding-selecting models and refining further their involved pa-
rameter space. All this clearly signals a feasible scenario for explaining future observations
of heavy resonance and top partner production, as well as their subsequent posterior decays.
In this sense, the interactions encoded by (2.6) and Table 1, might help in determining
the model and the strength for the involved effective terms by contrasting their predictions
with the experimental signals arising at higher energies. All in all, the EFT approach
proposed in this work could be powerful in dealing with BSM frameworks, specifically in
coping with new interactions that might underlie the existence of exotic matter in our
nature, and potentially discoverable at future high energy colliders.
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A CCWZ formalism
The SO(4) ' SU(2)L×SU(2)R unbroken generators and the broken ones parametrizing the coset
SO(5)/SO(4) in the fundamental representation are
(T aχ)IJ = −
i
2
[
1
2
εabc
(
δbIδ
c
J − δbJδcI
)
± (δaI δ4J − δaJδ4I)] , T iIJ = − i√
2
(
δiIδ
5
J − δiJδ5I
)
, (A.1)
with χ = L, R and a = 1, 2, 3, while i = 1, . . . , 4. The normalization of TA’s is chosen as
Tr[TA, TB] = δAB. The 4×4 matrices τa appearing in the bilinear fourplets at M4+5 and M4+14
in Table 1 are defined as [
T a, T i
]
= (ta)ji T
j . (A.2)
Gauging the SM subgroup of SO(5) requires us to introduce local transformations via U matrices
that will couple the SM gauge fields to the composite resonances. The CCWZ d and e symbols
are in order to do so
− U t[Aµ + i∂µ]U = daˆµT aˆ + eaµT a + eXµ (A.3)
where Aµ stands for GSM gauge fields
Aµ =
g√
2
W+µ T
−
L +
g√
2
W−µ T
+
L + g (cwZµ + swAµ)T
3
L + g
′ (cwAµ − swZµ) (T 3R +QX) (A.4)
with T±χ =
(
T 1χ ∓ iT 2χ
)
/
√
2, the implied notation (cw, sw) ≡ (cos θw, sin θw), and the SM cou-
plings of SU(2)L and U(1)Y , g, g
′ respectively, where QX is the X-charge matrix. The defini-
tion (A.3) can be expanded in fields as
diµ =
√
2
f
(Dµh)
i +O(h3), eaµ = −Aaµ −
i
f2
(h
↔
Dµh)
a +O(h4), eXµ = −g′QXBµ , (A.5)
with Bµ the U(1)Y gauge boson. Covariant derivatives acting on the composite sector fields are
built out of e symbols. For the Ψ field transforming in the fundamental representation of SO(4)
one has
∇µΨ = DµΨ + i eaµtaΨ . (A.6)
The term /e = eµγ
µ is included in Lcomp to fully guarantee the SO(5) invariance. Strength field
tensors are straightforwardly introduced as
eµν = ∂µeν − ∂νeµ + igρ[eµ, eν ], eXµν = ∂µeXν − ∂νeXµ . (A.7)
Finally, the covariant derivatives Dµ associated to each one of the elementary fields as well to the
corresponding top partner are given by
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Dµ qL =
(
∂µ − igWW iµ
σi
2
− i1
6
gBBµ − i gSGµ
)
qL , (A.8)
Dµ uR =
(
∂µ − i2
3
gBBµ − i gSGµ
)
uR , (A.9)
DµΨ4 =
(
∂µ − i2
3
gBBµ − i gSGµ
)
Ψ4 . (A.10)
The SM gauge couplings g and g′ will be generated via mixing effect with the couplings gρL and
gρR entailed by the heavy vector resonances sector.
B Mass spectrum
B.1 Charged-neutral gauge masses
The gauge basis is defined by
(
W ′±, ρ±L , ρ
±
R
)T
and
(
W 3, ρ3L, B, ρ
3
R
)T
, with the charged fields
W±µ,χ defined as usual W ′± ≡
(
W 1 ∓ iW 2) /√2 and ρ±χ ≡ (ρ1χ ∓ i ρ2χ) /√2. The mass eigenstate
basis is defined by
(
W±, ρ±1 , ρ
±
2
)T
and
(
A, Z, ρ01, ρ
0
2
)T
and it can be linked to the gauge basis
through field transformations. Considering canonical ρ-fields and linear EWSB effects, the mass
matrices for the charged sector turn out to be in the gauge basis as
MW =

g2 m2ρL
g2ρL
+ g
2 ξ
2
(
f 2
2 −
m2ρL
g2ρL
)
−gm
2
ρL
gρL
(
1− ξ4
)
−g ξm
2
ρR
4 gρR
−gm
2
ρL
gρL
(
1− ξ4
)
m2ρL 0
−g ξm
2
ρR
4 gρR
0 m2ρR
 (B.1)
while for the neutral sector
MN =

g2m2ρL
g2ρL
+ g
2 ξ
2
(
f 2
2 −
m2ρL
g2ρL
)
−gm
2
ρL
gρL
(
1− ξ4
)
−g g′ ξ4
(
f 2 − m
2
ρL
g2ρL
− m
2
ρR
g2ρR
)
−gξm
2
ρR
4gρR
−gm
2
ρL
gρL
(
1− ξ4
)
m2ρL −
ξm2ρL
g′
4gρL
0
−g g′ ξ4
(
f 2 − m
2
ρL
g2ρL
− m
2
ρR
g2ρR
)
− ξm
2
ρL
g′
4gρL
m2ρR
g′2
g2ρR
+ g
′2 ξ
2
(
f 2
2 −
m2ρR
g2ρR
)
−g
′m2ρR
gρR
(
1− ξ4
)
−gξm
2
ρR
4gρR
0 −g
′m2ρR
gρR
(
1− ξ4
)
m2ρR

.
(B.2)
The rotation matrices are rather involved to be presented here. Expanding up to the order O(ξ),
the charged gauge masses are
M2W =
1
4
g2 f2 ξ, M2
ρ±1
= m2ρR , M
2
ρ±2
= m2ρL
g2ρL
g2ρL − g2
[
1− ξ
2
g2
g2ρL
(
1− g
2f 2
2 m2ρL
)]
(B.3)
whereas the neutral ones are
M2Z =
1
4
(
g2 + g′2
)
f 2ξ, (B.4)
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M2ρ01
= m2ρL
g2ρL
g2ρL − g2
[
1− ξ
2
g2
g2ρL
(
1− g
2f 2
2 m2ρL
)]
,
M2ρ02
= m2ρR
g2ρR
g2ρR − g′2
[
1− ξ
2
g′2
g2ρR
(
1− g
′2f 2
2 m2ρR
)]
,
(B.5)
where the link among the SU(2)L,R and the SM weak and hypercharge gauge couplings
1
g2ρL
+
1
g2W
=
1
g2
,
1
g2ρR
+
1
g2B
=
1
g′2
(B.6)
have been implemented and will be thoroughly used hereinafter.
B.2 Physical fermion masses
B.2.1 5-plets embeddings
Considering both the fourplet and singlet models simultaneously, the mass matrices for the top-
like and bottom-like sectors become
0 12 f ξ yL f (1− ξ2)yL − f
√
ξ y˜L√
2
− f
√
ξ yR√
2
−M4 0 0
f
√
ξ yR√
2
0 −M4 0
f
√
1− ξ y˜R 0 0 −M1

,
(
0 f yL
0 −M4
)
(B.7)
being defined in the fermion field basis
(
t, X2/3, T , T˜
)T
and (b, B)T respectively. After diago-
nalization the physical masses are
mt =
√
ξ (η˜L η˜RM1 − ηLηRM4)2
2
(
η2L + 1
) (
η˜2R + 1
) , mT˜ = M1√η˜2R + 1 , mB = M4
√
η2L + 1
η˜2R + 1
,
mT = M4
√
η2L + 1 , mX2/3 = mX5/3 = M4 ,
(B.8)
where the parameters ηL(R) are defined through
ηL(R) ≡
yL(R)f
M4
, η˜L(R) ≡
y˜L(R)f
M1
. (B.9)
B.2.2 14-plets embeddings
Considering both the fourplet and singlet models simultaneously, the mass matrix for the top-like
sector is
−f√2 (1− ξ) ξ yR 12 f (2ξ +√1− ξ − 1) yL 12 f (−2ξ +√1− ξ + 1) yL −f√2 (1− ξ) ξ y˜L
0 −M4 0 0
0 0 −M4 0
0 0 0 −M1

(B.10)
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Figure 9: Spectrum of masses and their dependence on the NP scale M4 = M1 = MΨ for the
fourplet (left) and singlet cases (right), for ξ = 0.2 and setting ηL = ηR, η˜L = η˜R.
while the one for the bottom-like sector becomes(
0 f
√
1− ξ yL
0 −M4
)
(B.11)
The corresponding physical masses are
mt =
√
2
√
ξ (M1η˜Lη˜R +M4ηR)
2(
η2L + 1
) (
η˜2R + 1
) , mT˜ = M1√
η˜2R + 1
, mB = M4
√
η2L + 1
η˜2R + 1
,
mT = M4
√
η2L + 1 , mX2/3 = mX5/3 = M4 ,
(B.12)
B.2.3 Effective couplings
After rotating the gauge-resonance sector to the mass eigenstates basis and implementing the
relations in (B.6), the effective couplings parametrising the cubic interactions of (3.5) are
g
(1)
ρ+1 WZ
= g
(2)
ρ+1 WZ
= g
(3)
ρ+1 WZ
= −gξ
√
g2 + g′2
4gρR
,
g
(1)
ρ+2 WZ
= g
(2)
ρ+2 WZ
= g
(3)
ρ+2 WZ
= −
gξ
(
g2ρL − g2
)√
(g2 + g′2)
(
g2ρL − g2
)
4g4ρL
,
(B.13)
while those of (3.6)
g
(1)
ρ01WW
= g
(2)
ρ01WW
= −g
2ξ
(
g2ρL − g2
)
3/2
4g4ρL
,
g
(1)
ρ02WW
= g
(2)
ρ02WW
= −g
2ξ
(
g2ρR − g′2
)
3/2
4g4ρR
(B.14)
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and the ones in (3.7)
gρ+1 Wh
= −1
2
f ggρR
√
ξ , gρ0Z1h =
1
2
f
√
ξ (g2 + g′2)
(
g2ρL − g2
)
,
gρ+2 Wh
=
1
2
f g
√
ξ
(
g2ρL − g2
)
, gρ0Z2h = −
1
2
f
√
ξ (g2 + g′2)
(
g2ρR − g′2
)
.
(B.15)
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